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First Flight Procedures

are sure to pause and wonder how you can pull this off ... who ever lived if we will just humble ourselves. .... Repeat the short lift-offs several times and then try. 
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First Flight Procedures *'



6/47S2C



By L. D. Sunderland Editor T-18 Newsletter



Designee 66 5 Griffin Dr. Apalachin, New York 13732



J. HAT LONG AWAITED day has finally arrived and your brand new shiny airplane is ready to go. The inspector has signed it off declaring it ready for the first test flight. Unless you are a very callous individual, you are sure to pause and wonder how you can pull this off without putting a scratch on your new creation. First



flight reports appearing in SPORT AVIATION



indicate



that there is a rather high probability that something will go wrong. Indeed, some reports give hair-raising stories of how nearly everything goes wrong.



avail himself of the services of EAA designees or other experienced builders. Depending upon the inspector's particular background and experience, his inspections will vary on emphasis and comprehensiveness. He cannot catch everything that will cause in-flight problems



since every critical part of the powerplant and fuel system is not accessible to visual inspection. Furthermore, he probably is not qualified, nor is he required to evalu-



first flights, I have developed a set of procedures for pre-



ate the structural integrity or aerodynamic qualities of a new or modified design. The very best procedure is to swallow your pride and seek all the outside consulting and inspection assistance you can get. Remember, the wisest teacher of all



paring for and making the initial test flight of an air-



times said that we can be greater than the greatest man



craft which permits the test pilot to avoid most of the



who ever lived if we will just humble ourselves. This is



commonly experienced problems. I regularly receive reports from happy T-18 pilots who followed these procedures and made uneventful first flights. They are presented here in the hope that other builders will see fit



particularly good advice when applied to seeking outside assistance on your project. It brings us to the first of a number of rules which, if followed, will help make that first flight a happy event.



Having flight tested several new aircraft and talked or corresponded with over 100 T-18 builders who made



to follow them and reduce the number of close shaves, accidents and fatalities. When the FAA inspector approves an aircraft for the first flight, it doesn't mean that he has performed some stroke of magic to heal all its hidden ills. Sometimes he is able to detect significant safety discrepancies, especially if the builder is not able or does not choose to



Rule No. 1



Ask at least two qualified persons to independently inspect your completely ready-to-fly aircraft using the EAA inspection check list as a guide.



Have them review in detail the weight and balance SPORT AVIATION 29



calculations. The builder should also go through this formal check list inspection, but he is too close to the project and too occupied with the big things to notice the seemingly little things which have a way of growing at the wrong time. After the inspections are completed, you are still a long way from being prepared for the first test flight. Some inspectors ask to see the first flight made right on the spot after their inspection. This is not a wise procedure and is responsible for rushing builders into first flights unprepared. The FAA cannot require an immediate first flight. Only the test pilot should decide when to



Rule No. 5



Select a qualified pilot. If you are not an experienced pilot in the same type of aircraft being tested, find a qualified pilot to do the initial testing. The first flight of a new aircraft should not be a pilot proficiency training flight. All of the pilot's attention should be devoted to the aircraft, not to worrying about whether he will bounce on landing or ground loop on roll out.



fly.



As an example, a T-18 builder was asked after final inspection to take it around the pattern once. He obediently took off without high-speed taxi tests or lift-offs. He then attempted a landing without feeling out the airplane and checking its stall characteristics. As a result of what he later discovered was a 40 mph error on his airspeed indicator, he made a sizzling 120 mph approach and overran the short strip narrowly avoiding an accident. This brings us to another good rule. Rule No. 2



Don't rush into the first flight. Make sure the aircraft is prepared, the pilot is prepared, the weather is right and the airport is right. Many, and perhaps most, first flight problems are associated with the fuel system. The majority of these could be averted through proper ground tests and by following long established fuel system design principles. If a fuel flow test has been neglected in the rush before final inspection, do not fly without performing one in accordance with the requirements of your engine. A Flight Test Report Guide found in CAM3 and the newer FAR23 outline the fuel flow requirements for normal utility and aerobatic category aircraft. Therefore, the next rule should be: Rule No. 3



Run fuel flow tests and full power tests before flying. As a final check, place the airplane in an attitude which exceeds the attitude in a steady state climb and, with a nearly empty tank, run the engine for at least 3 minutes at full throttle. This would be sufficient time to get you enough altitude to make it back onto the airport. There is usually some sort of ditch or steep bank around the airport where this test can conveniently be run. Fuel flow tests, however, will not prevent fuel starvation due to a clogged or ruptured line, failed fuel pump or inadequate vent. Never fly an airplane without a finger strainer in each tank. Make sure air vents are adequate and place screens over them to prevent bees from clogging them. Rule No. 4 Select an adequate airport for conducting taxi tests



and the first flight. An airport should be selected which has runways sufficiently long to permit short lift-offs with a comfortable amount of space remaining for stopping. The surface should be reasonably smooth so the pilot will not get unwanted disturbances when he is checking handling characteristics and stability during high speed taxi tests. Relatively calm wind conditions should exist for the same reason. Select an airport with emergency landing



space nearby rather than one in a congested area.



Test flights are not air shows to be enjoyed by enthusiasts . . . such as these two at Oshkosh. 30 SEPTEMBER 1975



Will Tetrault of the Rochester, NY GADO just after O.K.ing the author's T-18 for its first flight.



Rule No. 6



The pilot should perform taxi tests until he feels comfortable with ground handling of the aircraft. He should gradually increase speed on successive runs observing the indicated airspeed where the tail wheel or the nose wheel can be lifted off. If several highspeed taxi runs are made without lift-off, it will check the nose or tail wheel for shimmy, the airspeed indicator, longitudinal control, function of the fuel system, main gear relative to eg location, brakes and even structural integrity of the landing gear. If there is any question about the accuracy of the airspeed indication system, it is a simple matter to check it against an automobile speedometer which has been checked over a measured course.



The June Designee Newsletter gives excellent instructions on how to calibrate the airspeed indicator. Anyone can calibrate one with a 6 foot long piece of clear flexible plastic tubing, a yardstick and some water. Connect the hose to the inlet of the instrument and tape the tubing to the yardstick. Partially fill the tubing with water, orient the yardstick vertically and raise the open end of the tubing trapping the water in the U-shaped bend. Measure the difference in water level in the two sides of the U. Compute indicated airspeed according to the formula: IAS = 45.lVh where h is differential water level in inches. If this test is made with the airspeed indicator installed in the airplane and the plastic tubing connected



proximations but are quite realistic for most fixed pitch propeller aircraft.



TABLE I



Percent of



Rated Engine Power



Percent of



Max. Rated RPM



91 84 79 73



75 60 50 40



to the pitot tube, it will check the pitot line for leaks. The



static line should also be checked for leaks. But a statically calibrated airspeed indicator can give grossly erroneous readings during flight depending upon the particular pitot-static system. For instance, some builders who located the pitot-static head ahead of the wing



rather than above the fin on the T-18 reported a near zero reading at stall. Rule No. 7



Make lift-offs and low flights straight down the runway. Gradually increase speed until the main wheels can



be lifted just off the runway, then cut power and land. Repeat the short lift-offs several times and then try holding the aircraft just off the runway for a short distance. When you have accomplished this without problems, you are ready to go. Rule No. 8



Stay over the airport for the first five hours.



Even on a tower controlled airport, it is usually possible to obtain permission to fly within gliding distance of the field. This is just good common sense since there is no better place to make an emergency landing than on a nice long runway. Here is an example of how this practice would have saved one brand new homebuilt: The operating limitations read, "remain over the airport for six hours". One short flight had been made on the new Woody Pusher when another pilot said he would try some fast taxi runs. On the second run, the aircraft took off and climbed straight away from the airport. Suddenly it made a 180° turn and headed back toward the airport gradually losing altitude. It ended up landing in the city dump just a quarter mile from the runway. Photographs of the damaged aircraft appearing in the local newspaper showed the gas cap installed with the air vent pointing aft. During a Designee inspection, it had been pointed out to the owner that this cap should be interlocked to prevent improper installation. Rule No. 9 Explore low speed handling qualities. Once your airplane is airborne, it is only necessary to make turns and land. To accomplish these maneuvers safely, it is wise to determine how the aircraft performs



near stall. Make some gentle turns and approaches to



a stall. Observe the aircraft attitude and the indicated airspeed where buffeting begins. There is usually some problem to concern the pilot such as high oil temperature or improper trim, so there might not be time to perform other maneuvers, but don't



So, to determine the engine RPM for 15r/i cruise power, take 91^ of maximum level flight RPM. This is why we are told to reduce engine speed by about 200



RPM to obtain cruise RPM. Maximum range occurs at approximately 40% power, a very appropriate number to remember in this age of diminishing energy supplies. Even if you are testing a well proven design and everything appears to be functioning normally, treat the first flight seriously and avoid unnecessary risks



such as aerobatics or low altitude passes. A first flight is



not an air show. Spectators invite exhibitions and put pressure on the pilot which might cause them to act hastily. Save the crowd for a later flight. When you make your approach, keep it high with



plenty of airspeed margin. Use the old guideline that glide speed should be 1.5 times the power off stall speed (Vs). This holds true for most airplanes. (Maximum rate



of climb also usually occurs at 1.5 Vs while maximum angle of climb is 1.4 Vs.) Touchdown should be a piece of cake since you have already gained experience with that maneuver during fast taxi tests and lift-offs. If you have followed these nine simple rules, chances are very good that you will be able to pull up to the ramp with an ear-to-ear grin on your face. First flights are the greatest thrill in the world only when they end with a smile.



OSHKOSH DATES 1976 JULY 31 -AUGUSTS, 1976



START MAKING PLANS TODAY!



fail to explore the low speed flight regime at a safe altitude. As a minimum, try to obtain status information on the powerplant. A guide for establishing engine speed settings at various power levels is given in Table I. These are ap-
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First Flight Procedures 

the airport gradually losing altitude. It ended up land- ing in the city dump just a quarter mile from the run- way. Photographs of the damaged aircraft appearing in.
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Independent Schools Commitment Procedures First aid ressources 

No un-prescribed medication is given to children, parents or staff. At the time of admission to the setting, parents' written permission for emergency medical ...
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Safety first - UK Flight Safety Committee 

Where Airbus is not the author, the contents of the article do not necessarily reflect the views of Airbus ... Brochure and of the materials it contains, even if .... aircraft may need some re-work before or after a check flight but is due on the pro
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emergency first aid made easy a quick reference guide to emergency first aid procedures dbid hf1z 
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abnormal procedures 

Jul 26, 2005 - E/E CLNG CARD â€¦ ...... Observe gear EXTEND limit speed (270K/0.82M). LANDING GEAR .... OUTFLOW VALVE MANUAL SWITCH (affected valve). ON .... Drive must be reset by maintenance when aircraft is landed. ..... Brake torque limiter failu
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Fire Protection Panel Switches - Flight School Air First 

Note: Also, flight deck fire warning bell sounds and APU fire warning horn in main wheel well. ... to the affected wing and closure of bleed air operated pack valve.
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Engine Instrument System (EIS) Primary Panel - Flight School Air First 

Boeing B737CL - Systems Summary [Fire Protection] .... Displays total air temperature in degrees C. ... Hydraulic System Pressure and Quantity Indications.
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Alignment Procedures 

and from the tail end of the aircraft to insure that the air- ... wings, you merely have a rigging problem on your hands. ... an assembly of 125 airfoil sections. It's not ...
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Flight A Flight B Flight C Flight D Flight E Flight F ... - SLIDEBLAST.COM 

Angus Wong. Paul Lecellier. Sienna Brooks. Manasvi Gummadi. Micheal Chu. Dylan Kapur. Brandon Huang. Tommy Kim. Halle Hirschkop. Pramukh Shankar.
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CITRIX TESTS PROCEDURES 

Microsoft Windows 2000 Server (with Terminal Services) o Citrix MetaFrame XP FR2 o Citrix MetaFrame XP FR3 o Citrix MetaFrame Presentation Server 3.0.
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EAA Flight Advisor: The Return to Flight 

engine outlet to the ends of the pipes. Look for ... will assure there is no hidden damage to the tube in the tire. ... On planes with rubber shock absorber donuts.
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LES PROCEDURES STOCKEES ORACLE 

Create or Replace procedure insert_ville_out. ( a_cp in varchar , a_nom_ville in varchar , a_id_pays in varchar , a_erreur out number , a_erreur_texte out ...Missing:
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procedures – phase d'exploitation 

DEPOT DOSSIER DIVISION ETUDES & LEGISLATION. (DNGM). REJET DE LA DEMANDE. ENREGISTREMENT COURIER. DIRECTEUR NATIONAL.
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Medical Procedures Procédures médicales 

mité de l'implant, car elles pourraient entraîner une induction de courant au niveau des électrodes. .... Il est possible de diminuer la probabilité et l'intensité des ...
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Medical Procedures Procédures médicales 

Une telle thérapie risquerait en effet d'endommager ... de retirer l'aimant de l'implant, quelle que soit l'intensité du champ de balayage. L'aimant de ... sion pour tête ou les bobines d'émission multicanaux ne doivent pas être utilisées dans des ..
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chartes et procedures - SNCF 

14 nov. 2013 - A l'issue d'un appel d'offres international, lancÃ© dans un marchÃ© totalement libÃ©ralisÃ© oÃ¹ rÃ¨gne une trÃ¨s vive compÃ©tition, AB Storstockholms Lokaltrafic a rÃ©itÃ©rÃ© sa confiance au Groupe Keolis. L'autoritÃ© organisatrice de 
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Plug Welding Procedures 

When removing or replacing plates bonded by spot welding, drill through the spot ... Use a stainless steel wire brush to burnish the bare surface of the aluminum ...
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Flight-Test_profiles 

It's FAST & EASY! *It WORKS! Give us a .... information, making the analysis very easy and eliminating ... MP equal to outside ambient pressure for turbocharged ...
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first! 

FCC Caution: Any changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user's authority to operate this equipment. This device is going to be operated in 5.15~5.25GHz frequency range, it is restricted 
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A321 Flight Preparation & Pre-Flight Briefing 

Pre-Flight Briefing. Note ... describes how to prepare a flight on AIRBUS A319/A320/A321 and perform the pre- flight Briefing. .... CONT. 5mn hold or 5% trip fuel ...Missing:
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EAA Flight Advisor: The Return to Flight 

el the hangar door out of ice to go flying. Regard- ... When is the last time you actually ... This first preflight after a period of dormancy is the right .... age corrected.
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Firmware Update Procedures 

Firmware Update Procedures. Precaution. â—‹ A power failure during the firmware writing operation may disable the camera. âž¢ Use a fully charged Battery Pack ...
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Failover Procedures - Gilles Mathieu 

CHEP 2007. Outline. â€¢ The Failover System. â€¢ Technical solutions. â€“ the DNS and the new domain. â€“ Oracle replication. â€¢ Use cases. â€“ CIC Portal. â€“ SAM Admin.
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Alignment Procedures - Size 

It does away with the engineering and ... (there are hundreds of sections), but it does present those ... one of the few books available on U. S. Marine Corps.
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